The result of the following candidates who appeared at the B.A. (Pass) Part II Examination held in May/June, 2012, is shown hereunder :-

NOTE: 1. Marks obtained in the Part concerned have been shown against the successful candidates.

2. Subjects shown under the result column of Part II Examination indicates that the candidate is eligible for promotion to the IIIrd Year Class at his/her option and required to reappear in the said Subjects alongwith the Subjects of Part III (III Year) Examination, if otherwise eligible.

3. Subjects shown under the result column of Part I Examination indicates that the candidate is required to reappear in the said Subjects.

Roll No. Name of Candidate Part I Part II
(Out of 400) (Out of 400)

---

SCHOOL OF OPEN LEARNING
---

5525001 RANJEET KAUR 163 181
5525002 DOLLY ARORA PS EN,HN
5525003 PRIYANKA JOSHI PS EN,HN
5525051 SUDHANSHU Absent Absent
5525052 KAPIL KUMAR Absent Absent
5525053 DILIP KUMAR Absent Failed
5555001 HARINDER KUMAR Absent
5555002 ABHISHEK MISHRA EC Failed
5555003 SATISH SHARMA Absent
5555004 ANIL KUMAR EN,PS Failed
5556001 KIRAN VERMA 146 161
5556002 MOHINI Absent Absent

Contd.P/2
UNIVERSITY OF DELHI  
-------------------
-------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
Roll No. Name of Candidate Part I Part II  
(Out of 400) (Out of 400)  
--------------------------------------------------
SCHOOL OF OPEN LEARNING  
-----------------------

5556003 PREETI SINGH 168 EN
5556004 KAVITA EN,HN

(DR. D.S. JAGGI)
O.S.D.-CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Delhi, the 13th December, 2012.

- : DISCLAIMER :-

The result displayed is subject to correction, if any discrepancy is noticed.